
Temperature Check  
Screening Helps Identify  
Fall Flu Shots Vendor 

Client Profile
Industry: Food Manufacturing 

Number of Employees: 6,900   

The Challenge
As an essential food manufacturer, the client was challenged with maintaining operations 

while also creating the safest possible work environment for their employees across multiple 

locations and shifts. 

MMA’s Support
The MMA Health Management Consultant (HMC) presented the PATH team’s COVID-

19 “Employee Safety Strategies Guide” that compares the cost, effectiveness, and ease 

of implementation of employer strategies like temperature checks, mask wearing, viral 

and antibody testing, etc. The client implemented a mandatory mask policy, partitions 

in employee workspaces, and additional cleanings, but was interested in onsite viral and 

antibody testing, as well as temperature checks for several of their larger locations. 

MMA’s HMC had several strategy sessions with the client leadership team to discuss sick 

leave policies, current testing guidelines, and employee protection strategies. Through 

these conversations, the client was advised to refrain from onsite viral and antibody testing 

because of cost and lack of efficacy in preventing the spread of COVID-19. The client was 

still interested in providing temperature checks as an additional safety measure, which has 

become the industry standard. The HMC researched temperature check providers, obtained 

multiple quotes, and provided them to the client, along with a recommendation of which 

vendor to select based on cost, flexibility, and positive prior experiences. The client selected 

the recommended vendor and had them fully operational within one week at three locations, 

covering three time shifts, testing approximately 4,300 employees daily. Additionally, the 

HMC supported conversations with local healthcare providers to confirm their ability to 

provide walk-in testing in their practice locations, should the client be made aware of any 

potential exposures or symptoms and need to refer an employee for viral testing.

Client Experience
The client has expressed satisfaction with the temperature checks, experience with the 

vendor, and the guidance provided by MMA. They have chosen to utilize the temperature 

check vendor in the fall for flu shot clinics at all 30 of their locations. 

SUCCESS STORY

PATH transforms data into 

prescriptive strategies that help 

employers offer competitive 

cost-effective benefits while 

engaging employees to optimize 

their health.
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CLINICAL ENGINE 

As the clinical engine driving 

our clients’ risk management 

strategies, PATH brings value by:

 • Identifying cost drivers

 • Highlighting cost-containment 

opportunities

 • Offering greater control over 

health management programs

 • Tracking vendor performance

PATH DELIVERS:

To learn more about our PATH 
services, contact your local 
MMA representative or visit 
MarshMMA.com.
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